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Abstract
In this Study, the surface energy was investigated for six penetration grade
70/100 bitumen binders. Wilhelmy Plate and the Sessile Drop were used to
determine the contact angles.
The purpose of this study was to compare the Wilhelmy Plate method with the
Sessile Drop method, and to compare the significance of Owens-Wendt model
with the significance of Acid Base model by correlating surface energy
components. Better R2 –values were found for surface energy components by
using the Owens-Wendt model than by using the Acid Base model. It was
concluded here that Owens-Wendt model is a better model for determining
surface energy components of bituminous binders than the Acid Base model
since bituminous binders have low energy surfaces.
For both instruments: When using Diiodomethane as a probe liquid the biggest
variations among the binders were observed. When using water as a probe
liquid the least variations among the binders were observed.
The advancing contact angles for water determined for these six bitumen
binders using the Wilhelmy plate method do not exceed the 90 degree by
much, suggesting that bitumen is not extremely hydrophobic.
The Sessile Drop method offers a faster and more convenient way to measure
the surface energy components of bitumen binders than the Wilhelmy Plate
method.
Keywords: Asphalt binder, Adhesion, Surface energy, Bitumen surface
energy components, Wilhelmy plate, and Sessile Drop method.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Moisture damage in asphalt pavement in a rainy climate is a major form of distress in
asphalt pavement. Moisture damage of asphalt pavement reduces performance and increases
maintenance of asphalt pavement, which results in high maintenance costs. The related
breakdown of the asphalt composite can be caused by the loss of aggregate-binder adhesion
and/or the loss of bitumen-bitumen cohesion [1]. Adhesion is the result of interactions that
exist between two bodies or materials (like bitumen and mineral) in close contact, and
cohesion is the molecular adhesion existing between two like bodies at close contact (like the
internal binding interaction in bitumen).
Adhesion between two materials is a complex phenomenon. Several theories address
adhesion by taking into account the interfacial forces between two materials, such as
boundary layer, mechanical theory, electrostatic theory, chemical bonding theory and the
thermodynamic theory [2].
A number of different theories have been developed to devolve surface energy
components. Associated methods for determining these components have been derived in
different ways and they differ in number and definitions of components [3].
Bitumen consists of a wide variety of high boiling point hydrocarbons with straight or
branched chains, saturated rings as well as aromatics, incorporating sulfur, nitrogen, and
oxygen as well as trace elements such as vanadium, nickel, magnesium, iron and calcium [4].
This complex chemical component as well as internal forces between molecules and ions
eventually gives low energy surfaces for bitumen binder [5].
While surface energy theoretically is well defined, the experimental values arrived for a
test sample depends on factors such as the properties of the probe liquids, as well as the way
in which the surface energy is partitioned in the chosen method and in the chosen model [2].
The total surface energy depends on the molecular interactions such as dispersive, polar, acidbase interactions, and it is assumed that these interactions are additive [3].
Bitumen binders give low energy surfaces. When a clean glass slide is covered with
bitumen and immersed in a probe liquid, a meniscus is formed at the boundary of the liquid
and the bitumen surface and a contact angle can be determined by observation through
suitable optics [6,7].
The Wilhelmy plate and sessile drop equipment are the most used instrument for
measuring the contact angle of probe liquid in contact of solid surface. There are two different
methods are used in these instrument. Contact angle in Wilhelmy plate device is determined
by measuring the force, which is applied from probe liquid to the coated slide glass during
1

immersing and withdrawing. While in sessile drop device the contact angle can be determine
by image analysing technique.
The Wilhelmy Plate method with the Sessile Drop method, and to compare the
significance of two different theories for calculating the surface energy of bitumen, OwensWendt model and Acid-Base model, by correlating surface energy components. Polar and
dispersive surface energy components can be obtained using the Owens-Wendt model [8].
The Acid-Base model divides the surface energy into a dispersive component and the polar
component, and the polar component itself into an acid component and a base component
according to Lewis acid-base theory [9].

2

2 METHOLOGY
2.1 Theoretical Considerations
Several theories determine adhesion by taking into account the interfacial forces between
two materials, such as the boundary layer, mechanical, electrostatic, chemical bounding and
thermodynamic theories. The thermodynamic theory explains the energies needed for a
process to occur.

2.1.1 Surface Energy and Surface Tension
Molecules strive to be at in place where there are forces of attraction in as many
directions as possible. For the molecules located at the surface there is therefore a force
directed inwards to the material that is not counterbalanced outwards (see Figure 1). This
causes the material to minimize area due to resisting expansion. This is the origin of the
measurable quantity, surface tension, with the dimensions of force per unit of length. Surface
tension is in other words a consequence of the materials cohesive properties [2].

liquid Surface

Figure 1. Attraction force on molecules on the surface and inside of a liquid
For example, when a small object is placed on the surface of a liquid, an elastic layer
caused by the surface tension creates a force that counters the gravitational force acting on
that object (see Figure 2). This phenomenon is a result of the attractive forces between the
molecules of the liquid. If the resultant of the elastic force is equal to or greater than the
weight of the object, the object will float on top of the liquid. This can be shown by placing a
needle or pin on the surface of water. The molecules located in the surface of the liquid do not
have enough surrounding molecules to make the network force equal to zero, so the result is a
non-zero network with an internal pressure and a surface force contracting the surface to a
minimal area.
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Figure 2. Surface tension of liquid (water)
Surface tension has the dimensions of force per unit length, reported in nN/m. Surface
energy has the dimensions of energy per unit area, reported in J/m2 (or as erg/cm2 in
American literature). 1.0 nN/m=0.001 J/m2=1.0 erg/cm2. Surface tension values of bitumen
have been reported to vary from approximately 13.6 ergs/cm2 to 35.2 ergs/cm2 [6].

2.1.2 Work of Adhesion and Work of Cohesion
Gibbs free energy (G) is defined by enthalpy (¨H) and entropy (¨S) according to
Equation 1.
¨G=¨H+T¨S

(1)

where T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. This equation shows that at ambient
temperature the enthalpy predominates and at high temperature the effect of entropy
predominates. If ¨G is greater than zero, the process will not occur unless sufficient amount
of the external energy is applied. The process will occur spontaneously if ¨G is less than zero.
The system with ¨G equal to zero is a system in equilibrium.
Adhesion and cohesion are two types of processes that can be defined through
thermodynamic theory. Work of adhesion is the energy required for adhering two materials
together, which is equal to the inverse of Gibbs free energy.
ܹ  ൌ െο ܩ

(2)

The energy required to create a unit area of surface is equivalent to that required for
separating the material into two new surfaces, which is two times the surface energy.
4

ܹ  ൌ ʹߛ

(3)

ο ܩ ൌ െʹߛ

(4)

where ߛ is the surface energy or surface tension. The Young-Dupré Equation [10, 11] applies
if the surfaces are made up of two different materials:
ܹ  ൌ ߛଵ  ߛଶ െ ߛଵଶ

(5)

ȟ ܩ ൌ ߛଵଶ െ ߛଵ െ ߛଶ

(6)

where ߛଵ and ߛଶ are the surface energies of the two new surfaces, and ߛଵଶ is the interfacial
tension. For two identical materials the work of adhesion is equal to sum of the surface
energies of either materials, or ʹߛ.
When a droplet of liquid is placed on a solid surface (see Figure 3), a contact angle is
established between the surface of the liquid and the surface of the solid. The contact angle on
one hand is the function of work of adhesion between the liquid and the solid, and work of
cohesion in the liquid. Alternatively, the contact angle can be viewed as a function of the
surface energy of the liquid and the surface energy of the solid. In 1805 Young [10]
introduced an equation relating the contact angle and the surface energy of a solid and a
liquid. Wherein the surface energy of solid in contact with the vapor of the liquid (ߛௌ ) and
the surface energy of its liquid in the vapor (ߛ ) and the surface energy of the solid in contact
with the liquid (ߛௌ ) are related to the cosine of the contact angle as in Young’s equation.
ߛௌ

ߠ

Vapor

 Contact angle

ߛ௦௩   Solid surface free energy

Liquid

ߛ௩   Liquid surface free energy
ߛ௦

Solid



Solid-Liquid
energy

Figure 3. Contact angle of probe liquid on a solid surface.
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interfacial

free

 ܨ௫ ൌ Ͳ
ߛௌ  ߛ ܿ ߠݏെ ߛௌ ൌ Ͳ

(7)

ߛௌ ൌ ߛௌ  ߛ ܿߠݏ

(8)

The Young-Duper equation is obtained by combining equations 5 and 8:
ܹ  ൌ ߛଵ  ߛଶ െ ߛଵଶ ՜  ܹ  ൌ ߛ 
ߛௌ െ ߛௌ 
ܹ  ൌ ߛ  ߛௌ  ߛ ܿ ߠݏെ ߛௌ
ܹ  ൌ ߛ  ߛ ܿߠݏ
ܹ  ൌ ߛ ሺͳ  ܿߠݏሻ

(9)

Two component model
Fowkes in 1962 and 1964 [12, 13] proposed the equation which is known as Fowkes
equation (equation 10). Fowkes divided the total surface energy into two parts, dispersive and
polar. The dispersive component is related to London force between the molecules, and polar
component is related to the all non-London forces [3]. However Fowkes in his equation for
solid-liquid interfacial force only used the dispersive component of surface energy.
ߛ௦ ൌ ߛ௦  ߛ െ ʹටߛௗ ߛௌௗ

(10)

Owens and Wendt [8] extended the Fowkes equation and added the polar component of
surface energy to the solid-liquid interfacial force’s equation.
 

ߛ௦ ൌ ߛ௦  ߛ െ ʹටߛௗ ߛௌௗ െ ʹටߛ ߛௌ )
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(11)

By using equation 9 and 11, the two component surface energy model according to the
Owens-Wendt can be written as:
 

ߛ ሺͳ  ܿߠݏሻ ൌ ʹሺඥߛௐ ߛௌௐ  ටߛ ߛௌ )

(12)

The first component being based on the Lifshitz-van der Waals (LW) interaction and the
second component being based on the polar interactions. Lifshitz-van der Waals refers to the
van der Waals interaction, i.e. Keesom, Debye and London forces; and the polar component
refers to polar forces and hydrogen bonding interaction (see section 2-1-3 and 2-1-4).

Three component model
in 1986, 1987 and 1988 [9, 14, 15] proposed the Acid-Base component of surface energy
of a system with two materials. The relationships between contact angle and surface energy
components and work of adhesion are defined in Equations 14 and 15:
ߛ ൌ ටߛା ߛି  ටߛି ߛା
Where

(13)

ߛ ା is the acid component (electron acceptor)
ߛ ି is the base component (electron donor)

்௧
ߛ
ൌ ටߛௐ ߛௌௐ  ටߛା ߛௌି  ටߛି ߛௌା

(14)

ܹ  ൌ െȟ ܩ ൌ ߛ ሺͳ  ܿߠݏሻ ൌ ʹߛ
ൌ ʹሺටߛௐ ߛௌௐ  ටߛା ߛௌି  ටߛି ߛௌା ሻ
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(15)

2.1.3 Van der Waals
Atoms within molecules are held together by covalent chemical bonds [16]. Van der
Waals forces are a group of attractive intermolecular forces existing among all sorts of
molecules and atoms. van der Waals forces consists of :
1- Keesom Force, i.e. Dipole – Dipole Interaction: Alignment of forces at lower
frequencies.
2-

Debye Force, i.e. Dipole- Induced Dipole Interaction:

3- London force, i.e. Induced Dipole – Induced Dipole Interaction: Alignment of forces
at higher frequencies.
London forces are assumed to exist due to the movement of electrons. The shape of the
electron cloud in a molecule keeps changing and only exists momentarily creating the
temporary dipole. Part of the molecule becomes more negative than rest of the molecule and
part of the molecules becomes more positive. In another moment because of the movement of
electrons, direction of this temporary dipole will change. The temporary dipole of a molecule
will induce temporary dipoles in the neighboring molecules. The simultaneous movement of
electrons of adjacent molecules creates the attraction force between the temporary dipoles
forming the London force [16].

2.1.4 Lewis acids and Lewis bases
The current definition of a Lewis acid according to IUPAC is that it is ‘a molecular entity
(and the corresponding chemical species) that is an electron-pair acceptor and therefore able
to react with a Lewis base to form a Lewis adduct, by sharing the electron pair furnished by
the Lewis base’ [2]. Various types of ions, atoms and molecules can act as Lewis acids. All
cations are Lewis acids which have the ability to accept electrons such as:
ݑܥଶା ǡ  ݁ܨଶା ǡ  ݁ܨଷା
A Lewis base can likewise be defined as a molecular entity that is an electron-pair
donator and therefore able to react with a Lewis acid to form a Lewis adduct. Examples of
Lewis bases:
ܰܪଷ ǡ ܱି ܪ
Typically the terms Lewis acid and Lewis base are defined according to the specific
context of a chemical reaction.
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Figure 5. Wilhelmy plate technique: a) advancing angle (wetting process), b) receding
angle (de-wetting process).

Wilhelmy plate test procedure:
A) Bitumen:
In order to measure the contact angle between a bitumen binder and a probe liquid, a thin
bitumen-coated glass must be prepared. The bitumen binder is placed in an oven to decrease
viscosity to a suitably low level for coating the glass slides. In this study the temperature of
the oven was adjusted to 135C (275F). The bitumen binder was placed in the oven, and
heated for 45 minutes to one hour to equalize temperature and consistency of the can
containing the bitumen binder. The binder was stirred in order to maintain the temperature of
the bitumen binder and was placed on a temperature regulated hot plate during the coating of
the glass slide.
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B) Coating thin glass by bitumen
Glass slides with dimensions of 50 mm * 24 mm * 1.5 mm were used. To ensure that the
glass slide is clean and free from particles, the glass slides were run very quickly through a
flame. The glass slides are then ready to be coated with bitumen. About one inch of the glass
slide was dipped into the can of the hot bitumen and then withdrawn. Excess bitumen was
allowed to drip back into the container in order to create a smooth surface. Slides were placed
upside down. To achieve the even surface of the coated bitumen, the glass coated slides were
placed in the oven at 130C for few seconds.
C) Use of desiccator
After all slides had been coated, the slides were placed in a desiccator to minimize the
effect of moisture.
Starting a test
Water, Formamide and Diiodomethane were the three probe liquids used. Before pouring
the liquid in the beaker, it was washed very well to avoid trace particles. 100 ml solvent was
poured into the beaker. The beaker was then placed on the platform.
The platform stage holds the container of liquid used in the experiments. The stage was
raised and lowered by means of the platform.
WINDCA32 is the software which controls the Wilhelmy plate device. For running a test
the “load” bottom under “method” in the tool bar should be selected. The proper liquid name
should be chosen in the wizard. After measuring the width and the thickness of the coated
glass slide is hung with a copper clip and centered over the container of the liquid.
The instrument is now ready to measure the contact angle between probe liquid and
bitumen binder. By selecting acquire data, the system will measure the contact angle while
immersing (advancing angle) and withdrawing (receding angle) the sample.

2.2.2 Sessile Drop
This instrument is basically designed for characterizing the solid surface energy. With the
advantage of precision pumps, sessile drop equipment (see Figure 6) can measure the contact
angle of the droplet with high accuracy. This also give the possibility of regulate volume of
drop to maximize sensitivity of measurement. The instrument is also connected with powerful
11

operator software to automatically monitoring and analyzing. In addition, sessile drop test
provide a quick and uncomplicated sample preparation, test procedure and cleaning. In this
method, droplet picture of liquid with the known surface energy is precisely captured to
measure the geometry of the droplet in order to calculate the surface energy of solid, utilizing
the Young-Laplace equation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. a) Sessile drop equipment, b) nozzles for placing probe liquid droplet, c)
feeding system for probe liquid and d) droplet on bitumen surface for measuring contact
angle.
Young-Laplace equation can be written as:
ߪ௦ ൌ ߛ௦  ߪ ܿߠݏ

(16)

where ߪ௦ is surface tension of solid, ߪ is surface tension of liquid and ߛ௦ is interfacial tension
between solid and liquid.
Sessile drop test procedure:
A) Sampling:
The process for prepare bitumen for sessile drop samples is as same as Wilhelmy plate
method. The temperature of six bitumen cans, are required for tests, were set as 145C. Before
coating film glasses by bitumen, the film glasses were passed through the gas flame to make
sure no dust is on them. Then one side of the glasses were coated by bitumen, it is important
to keep the thickness of bitumen film on glasses as even as possible. After all slides were
placed in a desiccator to decrease the effect of moisture.
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B) Testing:
After setting up the instrument, samples were placed in the suitable position to be
captured by accurate camera. A small droplet of liquid was put on the surface of bitumen by
very accurate micro pump which is connected to syringe located on the top of the sample.
Recorded image of droplet was analyzed by image analyzing software. In this image
analyzing processes, software measured the contact angle and surface energy.

2.3 Materials
Three commercial bitumen binders were used in this study, all delivered as a paving
grade 70/100 according to EN-12591:2009. Typical probe liquids used to determine surface
energy components of bitumen can be seen in Table 1.
During the first test, it was discovered that Hexane and Methylpropylketone are not
suitable probe liquids for determining surface energy components of bituminous materials
since they dissolve the bituminous binders.
For the Owens-Wendt model, water and Diiodomethane were used, and for the Acid-Base
model water, Diiodomethane and Formamide were used. Table 1 shows the surface energy
components of these probe liquids.
Table 1. Surface Energy Components of Probe Liquids.
Probe liquids

ȖLW

Ȗ+

Ȗ-

ȖTotal

References

Distilled water

21.8

25.5

25.5

72.8

[18]

Methylpropylketone

21.7

Null

19.6

21.7

[18]

Hexane

18.4

Null

Null

18.4

[18]

Formamide

39.0

2.28

39.6

58.0

[18]

Diiodomethane

50.8

Null

Null

50.8

[18]
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Advancing Contact Angles
Advancing contact angles were determined by the Wilhelmy Plate method (see Table 2)
and by the Sessile Drop method (see Table 3) in order to investigate the surface energy of six
penetration grade 70/100 bituminous binders by using probe liquids.
The Wilhelmy Plate method is based on measuring the force exerted on the sample when
the sample is advancing into a probe liquid and translating it into a contact angle value.
When using the Sessile Drop method, a droplet of a probe liquid with known surface
energy components is placed on a flat bitumen sample. The shape and contact angle of the
drops are determined by image analyzing.
Several probe liquids are required in order to determine the surface energy components of
bituminous binders. The three probe liquids used in this study were: Diiodomethane, water
and Formamide. The surface energy components of the three probe liquids can be seen in
Table 1. Advancing contact angles were determined for each bitumen binder and each probe
liquid (see Tables 2 and 3).

The Wilhelmy Plate Results:
Advancing contact angles determined with the Diiodomethane as a probe liquid varied
between 51.6 and 78.7 degrees, advancing contact angles determined with water as a probe
liquid varied between 92.1 and 97.8, and advancing contact angles determined with
Formamide as a probe liquid varied between 79.6 and 86.1.
Noteworthy is that the advancing contact angles for water determined for these six
bitumen binders using the Wilhelmy plate method do not exceed the 90 degree by much,
suggesting that bitumen is not extremely hydrophobic.

The Sessile Drop Results:
Advancing contact angles determined with the Diiodomethane as a probe liquid varied
between 51.8 and 66.6 degrees, advancing contact angles determined with water as a probe
liquid varied between 103.8 and 100.5, and advancing contact angles determined with
Formamide as a probe liquid varied between 81.3 and 94.7.
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For both methods:
observed when using Diiodomethane as the probe liquid. Least of the variation among the
binders was observed when using water as a probe liquid.
Table 2. Advancing Contact Angles determined by the Wilhelmy Plate Instrument.
Sample
A
B
C
K
M
Ref
Variations between
binders

Advancing Contact Angles [degrees]
Diiodomethane
Water
Formamide
78.7
97.8
86.1
70.5
95.5
81.4
76.1
96.3
83.0
57.7
92.1
81.7
51.7
92.1
83.5
51.6
94.4
79.6
78.7-51.6=

27.1

97.8-92.1=

5.7 86.1-79.6=

6.5

Table 3. Advancing Contact Angles determined by the Sessile Drop Instrument.
Sample
A
B
C
K
M
Ref
Variations between
binders

Advancing Contact Angles [degrees]
Diiodomethane
Water
Formamide
66.6
103.3
94.7
65.5
103.6
81.3
64.0
100.9
81.7
60.6
103.8
84.0
51.8
100.5
82.4
57.4
102.6
82.8
66.6-51.8=

14.8 103.8-100.5=

3.3 94.7-81.3=

13.4

3.2 Owens-Wendt– a Two Component Model
Surface energy was investigated for six penetration grade 70/100 bitumen binders and the
probe liquids Diiodomethane and water.
Results using the Owens-Wendt model are presented in Tables 4 and 5. Since this is a
two-component model, two probe liquids are used to determine dispersive and polar
components. One probe liquid should have only dispersive values, and the other probe liquid
should have both dispersive and polar components. The dispersive probe liquid used was
Diiodomethane and the polar/dispersive probe liquid used was water.
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Surface energy components obtained from the Wilhelmy Plate Instrument were correlated
with surface energy components obtained from the Sessile Drop Instrument using the OwensWendt model (equation 10). Figures 7 to 8 show the relationships between the dispersive
(Lifitz-van der Waal) component, and the polar component. The R2 found for the dispersive
component was 86%, and the R2 found for the polar component was 84 %. The R2 determined
for the dispersive component was slightly better than the R2 values of the polar components.
However, the values were of the same order of magnitude.

Table 4. Surface Energy Components for 70/100 penetration grade bitumen binders
determined by Wilhelmy Plate method and Owens-Wendt model.
Sample
A
B
C
K
M
Ref
Variations in
surface energy
between binders

Surface Energy, J/m2
Dispersive Component
Polar Component
18.2
22.6
19.5
29.9
33.3
33.4

33.4-18.2=

15.2

2.0-0.3=

2.0
1.6
2.0
1.0
0.6
0.3

1.7

Table 5. Surface Energy Components for 70/100 penetration grade bitumen binders
determined by Sessile Drop Method and Owens-Wendt model.
Sample
A
B
C
K
M
Ref
Variations in
surface energy
between binders

Surface Energy , J/m2
Dispersive Component
Polar Component
23.8
24.6
25.0
28.0
33.1
29.9

33.1-23.8=

9.3 0.9-0.3=
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0.7
0.6
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.6

Dispersive Component
(Sessile Drop), J/m2

34
32

R²=0,8567

30
28
26
24
22
20

15

20

25

30

35

Dispersive IFT (Wilhelmy Plate), J/m2

Polar Component (Sessile
Drop), J/m2

Figure 7. Dispersive Component – Wilhelmy Plate versus Sessile Drop.

1,0
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1

R²=0,845

0

0,5

1

1,5

Polar Component (Wilhelmy Plate),

2

2,5

J/m2

Figure 8. Polar Component – Wilhelmy Plate versus Sessile Drop.

3.3 Acid-Base - a Three Component Model
Acid Base surface energy components were determined by Equation 19 and are presented
in Tables 6 and 7. Acid Base is a three-component model. According to this model, the polar
aspect of the surface energy is split into an electron acceptor part corresponding to a Lewis
acid, and an electron donor corresponding to a Lewis base. Three probe liquids are used to
determine the dispersive, acid and base components. The three probe liquids used were
Diiodomethane, water and Formamide. First, the dispersive surface energy component was
determined from contact angle measurements using Diiodomethane since its acid and base
components are both null. The acid surface energy component and the base surface energy
component were then determined using the probe liquids water and Formamide.
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Surface energy components obtained from the Wilhelmy Plate Instrument were correlated
with surface energy components obtained using the Sessile Drop Instrument and the AcidBase model. Figures 9 to 11 show the relationships among the dispersive (Lifitz-van der
Waal) component, the acid component and the base component respectively.
The best R2 was found for the dispersive surface energy components (80%), the basic
surface energy components (72%), and the acid surface energy components (60%). The R2
value should be above 75 % to be significant for this number of samples at 95 % confidence.
That means that the dispersive data can be considered reliable, but that the acid and the base
data are not reliable.
The binders that are marked with “M” and “Ref” have the highest dispersive components.
This may give a guideline for choosing the most appropriate bitumen for bitumen - aggregate
adhesion.

Table 6. Surface Energy Components for 70/100 penetration grade bitumen binders
determined by Wilhelmy Plate method and Acid Base model.
Sample
A
B
C
K
M
Ref
Variations in
surface energy
between binders

Surface Energy, J/m2
Component
Acid Component Base Component
18.2
6.7
2.4
22.6
5.9
2.1
19.6
6.4
2.2
29.9
5.3
1.9
33.3
5.2
1.8
33.4
4.9
1.7

33.4-18.2=

15.2 6.7-4.9=
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1.8 2.4-1.7=

0.7

Table 7. Surface Energy Components for 70/100 penetration grade bitumen binders
determined by Sessile Drop Method and Acid Base model.
Surface Energy, J/m2
Sample

Dispersive
Component
24.8
25.4
26.3
28.2
33.3
30.1

A
B
C
K
M
Ref
Variations in
surface energy
between binders 33.3-24.8=

Base Component

Component
6.7
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.1
5.4

8.5 6.7-5.1=

1.6

2.4
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.8
1.9

2.4-1.8=

0.6

Dispersive Component
(Sessile Drop), J/m2

34
32

R²=0,8014

30
28
26
24
22

15

20

25

30

35

Dispersive Component (Wilhelmy Plate), J/m2
Figure 9. Dispersive Component – Wilhelmy Plate versus Sessile Drop.
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Acid Component (Sessile
Drop), J/m2

6,8
6,6
6,4
6,2
6
5,8
5,6
5,4
5,2
5

R²=0,6061

4,5

5

5,5

6

6,5

7

Acid Component (Wilhelmy Plate), J/m2

Base Component (Sessile
Drop), J/m2

Figure 10. Acid Component – Wilhelmy Plate versus Sessile Drop.

2,5
2,4
2,3

R²=0,7184

2,2
2,1
2,0
1,9
1,8
1,7

1,5

1,7

1,9

2,1

2,3

2,5

Base IFT (Wilhelmy Plate), J/m2
Figure 11. Base Component – Wilhelmy Plate versus Sessile Drop.
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4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Surface energy of penetration grade 70/100 bitumen binders has been investigated. The
following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
- The results confirm the acidic nature of bitumen.
- The dispersive surface energy component has been identified as the dominating
component.
- It was concluded here that Owens-Wendt model is a better model for the
determination of surface energy components of bituminous binders than the Acid-Base
model.
- Better R2 values were found for surface energy components by using the OwensWendt model than by using the Acid-Base model. Using the Owens-Wendt model, the
correlations between both surface energy components obtained by the Wilhelmy Plate
method and obtained by the Sessile Drop method were quite good. Using the AcidBase model, the only significant R2 found was for the dispersive component.
- The Acid Base model was developed for high energy surfaces, i.e. inorganics,
organometallics, and surfaces containing ions. Bitumen is a low energy surface, and
this might explain why the Acid and Base model is not a suitable model for the
determination of surface energy components of bituminous binders.
- For both instruments: When using Diiodomethane as a probe liquid the biggest
variations among the binders were observed. When using water as a probe liquid the
least variations among the binders were observed.
- The advancing contact angles for water determined for these six bitumen binders using
the Wilhelmy plate method do not exceed the 90 degree by much, suggesting that
bitumen is not extremely hydrophobic.
- The Sessile Drop method offers a faster and more convenient way to measure the
surface energy components of bitumen binders than the Wilhelmy Plate method.
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C

B

A

Bitumen

97,73
97,66
98,12
97,84
93,81
97
95,7
95,5
96,05
96,11
96,65
96,27

1

2

3

mean

1

2

3

mean

1

2

3

mean

83,01

82,46

83,55

81,38

80,77

81,98

86,06

86,17

85,9

86,1

Contact
angle in
Formamide
( ࡈC )

76,07

81,64

70,49

70,53

79,78

61,53

70,28

78,71

83,64

77,49

74,99

Contact angle in
Diiodomethane
( ࡈC )

19,55071662

50,8

16,66143019

22,59939133

22,57709754

17,60648436

27,69411022

22,71652323

18,15944845

15,66953148

18,79777683

20,13013303

Lifitz-van der
waal
component,
ࢽࡸࢃ

4,167106307

9,642499894

3,918972273

4,682637222

4,107374241

10,3063059

3,10345111

5,615025014

4,369846407

4,117317258

4,45071655

4,548716491

Basic
component,
ࢽି

0,084921086

11,03422265

0,472375006

0,012292997

0,009489136

0,357198314

0,088582553

0,002224476

0,037820707

0,250969205

0,016642958

0,001802452

Acidic
component,
ࢽା
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Table 1. Surface Energy Components of bitumen with Wilhelmy device, Part one.

Contact
angle in
water ( C
ࡈ )

Number
of Test

APPENDIX

1,189748196

20,62983186

2,721194259

0,479848508

0,394843935

3,837392392

1,048640307

0,223521729

0,813069938

2,033046816

0,54432743

0,181094915

Acid-Base
component,
ࢽ

20,74046

71,42983

19,38262

23,07924

22,97194

21,44388

28,74275

22,94004

18,97252

17,70258

19,3421

20,31123

Total
surface
energy,
ࢽ࢚࢚ࢇ

REF

M

L

K

Bitumen

94,13
89,96
92,09

2

3

mean

95,81
94,75
92,76
94,44

1

2

3

mean
79,56

79,39

79,73

83,47

80,99

86,63

82,78

81,33

82,32

79,69

81,97

81,72

80,44

80,55

84,17

Contact
angle in
Formamide
( ࡈC )

51,62

50,88

52,35

51,7

51,94

50,59

52,58

57,71

56,71

58,7

Contact angle in
Diiodomethane
( ࡈC )

33,36586054

50,8

33,78183501

32,95387995

33,32078822

33,18545673

33,94436672

32,82376606

50,8

50,8

50,8

50,8

29,89306207

50,8

30,4675509

29,32351681

Lifitz-van der
waal
component,
ࢽࡸࢃ

4,422288522

6,069494455

4,150549209

3,578044252

8,419990196

8,364742307

9,441013442

7,504165342

8,025024964

6,226644057

7,297477515

10,89246392

7,231949976

9,338853887

4,992546474

8,557419345

Basic
component,
ࢽି

0,629667338

4,807171087

0,639913541

0,519484637

1,670038385

1,168004609

2,689095556

1,334858981

6,00182663

5,991193391

5,235948937

6,827641265

0,638550329

5,918112868

0,421029429

0,998707964

Acidic
component,
ࢽା
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Acid-Base
component,
ࢽ

3,337406563

10,80316588

3,259443291

2,726711586

7,499788484

6,251418261

10,07725901

6,329929701

13,88017414

12,21556855

12,36272132

17,24758952

4,297889733

14,86854281

2,899661355

5,846832596

Table 1. Surface Energy Components of bitumen with Wilhelmy device, Part Two.

92,08

90,56

93,09

92,6

91,87

94,54

91,63

mean

3

2

1

mean

3

2

89,45

92,19

1

1

Contact
angle in
water ( C
ࡈ )

Number
of Test

36,70327

61,60317

37,04128

35,68059

40,82058

39,43687

44,02163

39,1537

64,68017

63,01557

63,16272

68,04759

34,19095

65,66854

33,36721

35,17035

Total
surface
energy,
ࢽ࢚࢚ࢇ

94,7
81,3
81,7
84
82,4
82,8

103,3
103,6
100,9
103,8
100,5
102,6

Bitumen

A
B
C
K
M

REF

57,4

51,8

60,6

64

65,5

66,6

Contact angle
in
Diiodomethane
( ࡈC )

30,07125722

33,26442082

28,22948383

26,27517676

25,41723353

24,7906823

Lifitz-van
der waal
component,
ࢽࡸࢃ

0,001734467

0,000378441

0,003764908

0,21785899

0,080850591

0,128678697

Polar
component,
ࢽ

30,07299

33,2648

28,23325

26,49304

25,49808

24,91936

Total
surface
energy,
ࢽ࢚࢚ࢇ
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Table 2. Surface Energy Components of bitumen with Sessile Drop Method.

Contact
angle in
Formamide
( ࡈC )

Contact
angle in
water ( ࡈC )
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